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ABSTRACT

Reproducible and deterministic testing of sequential programs can in most cases be achieved by
controlling the sequence of inputs to the program. The behavior of a distributed real-time system, on the
other hand, not only depends on the inputs but also on the order and timing of the concurrent tasks that
execute and communicate with each other and the environment. Hence, sequential test techniques are
not directly applicable, since they disregard the significance of order and timing.

In this paper we present a method for identifying all the possible orderings of task starts, preemptions
and completions for tasks executing in distributed real-time systems. This allows test methods for
sequential programs to be used, since we can regard each identified ordering as a sequential program.

The number of identified execution orderings can be used as an objective measure of the testability of
the distributed real-time system. Such a measure is an important quality attribute, which can be utilized
as a new scheduling optimization criterion for generating static schedules of high testability.

Keywords: Testing, distributed real-time systems, determinism, reproducibility, testability.

1 INTRODUCTION
A real-time system is per definition correct if it performs the correct function at the correct time. Using
real-time scheduling theory we can provide guarantees that each task in the system will meet its timing
requirements [Liu1973,Audsley1995,Xu1990], providing that the basic assumptions hold during run-
time, e.g., task execution times and periodicity. However, scheduling theory does not give any
guarantees for the system’s functional behavior, i.e., that the computed values are correct. To assess the
functional correctness other types of analysis are required. One possibility is to use formal methods to
verify certain functional and temporal properties of a model of the system. The formally verified
properties are then guaranteed to hold in the real system, as long as the model assumptions are not
violated. When it comes to validating the underlying assumptions (e.g., execution times,
synchronization order and the correspondence between specification and implemented code) we must
use dynamic verification techniques which explore and investigate the run-time behavior of the real
system, i.e., testing [Rushby1995a]. Testing can also be used as a complement to, or to replace formal
methods, in the functional verification.

When a sequential program is tested, it is necessary to control the sequence of inputs, and the start
conditions, in order to guarantee reproducibility [McDowell1989]. That is, given the same initial state
and input, the sequential program will deterministically produce the same output on repeated
executions, even in the presence of systematic faults [Rushby1995b]. Reproducibility is essential when
performing regression testing or cyclic debugging [Schütz1994], where the same test cases are run
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repeatedly with the intent to validate that either an error correction had the desired effect, or to simply
make it possible to find the error when a failure has been observed.

The behavior of a concurrent program, on the other hand, is not only dependent on the sequence of
inputs but also on the order in which the concurrent programs execute and communicate. In real-time
systems the behavior of the system is also dependent on when the inputs arrive and when the programs
execute and communicate with each other, and with the environment. Trying to apply test techniques of
sequential programs to distributed real-time systems is therefore bound to lead to non-determinism (and
non-reproducibility), because control is only forced on the inputs, disregarding the significance of order
and timing. For instance, in a real-time system with shared resources different inputs may lead to
different execution paths. These paths will in turn lead to different execution times for the tasks, which
depending on the design may lead to different orders of access to the shared resources. As a
consequence there may be different system behaviors if the outcome of the operations on the shared
resources depend on the ordering of the accesses. Hence, in order to facilitate systematic testing of
distributed real-time systems we must, in addition to observing inputs and outputs, observe (or control)
the timing and order of the sequence of inputs, as well as the timing and order of program executions.

In a system with race conditions, which naturally occur in many real-time systems, the act of intrusively
observing the system will always change the odds for the outcome of the race, because the probes will
add to the execution times of the racing tasks. The outcome of a race could therefore be dependent on
the presence, or absence, of a probe. If we later remove the probes after observation, we do not only
decrease the observability, but also change the execution times again – which affects the races, and this
time we do not have the probes in place to observe how the system behaves. This act of intrusively
observing a system is called the probe-effect [McDowell1989, Gait1985] or the Heisenberg uncertainty
in software [LeDoux1985].

There are thus three main problems that need to be solved to make systematic testing of distributed real-
time systems possible: (1) reproducing the inputs with respect to contents, order, and timing, (2)
reproducing the order and timing of the execution of the parallel programs as well as their
communication with each other and the environment, and (3) eliminating the probe-effect.

We are briefly going to discuss (1) and (3), but the focus of this paper is on (2) by presenting a method
for deriving all the possible execution orderings for preemptive periodic real-time systems with fixed
priorities, that are subjected to interrupts and jitter. Each identified execution order constitutes a
scenario, which can be regarded as a single sequence of subroutine calls, where each continuous
execution of a task corresponds to a subroutine, and thus a scenario could be viewed as a sequential
program. We can thus test each scenario with traditional sequential testing methods.

We consider task sets with recurring release patterns, executing in a distributed system, where the
scheduling on each node is handled by a priority driven preemptive scheduler. This includes statically
scheduled systems that are subject to preemption [Xu1990], as well as strictly periodic fixed priority
systems [Liu1973, Audsley1991]

If we run the system for a duration equal to the entire schedule (i.e., a single instance of the release
pattern; typically equal to the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the period times of the involved tasks)
for a specific test case, and observe the actual execution scenario, we can identify the input and the
produced outputs, including their timing, to be a test in the observed execution scenario, i.e., for the
sequential program it represents. Hence, by classifying tests to belong to different scenarios we can,
given that each scenario yields a deterministic execution (which is our hypothesis) achieve deterministic
testing. The number of tested scenarios can be used as coverage criteria for testing of the system’s
behavior during an LCM period. This is all under the assumption that we can consistently observe the
global state in the distributed real-time system. In order to guarantee this consistency we assume that the
system is globally scheduled, i.e., the release and execution times can be related to “the global time”,
and has a global synchronized time base with a known precision.

If we also have the possibility to control the parameters: input, output, time and synchronization, not
only observe them, we can enforce specific execution scenarios thereby achieving reproducible testing.
Reproducibility increases the effectiveness of testing by eliminating redundant test cases, and by
making it easier to achieve the desired level of coverage.

Paper outline: Section 2 provides a discussion on the main problems in testing of distributed real-time
systems, and how to deal with them. Section 3 presents our system model. Section 4 formalizes the
concept of execution order and presents the algorithm for identifying all the possible execution
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orderings in distributed real-time systems. We also give some examples, and extend the analysis to
consider the effects of interrupts. Section 5 suggests a testing strategy for achieving deterministic and
reproducible testing in the context of execution order analysis. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude and
give some hints on future work.

2 TESTING DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
In this section we further discuss the handling of inputs, probe effects and reproducibility in testing of
distributed real time systems.

2.1 Inputs
The problem with reproducing the inputs with respect to contents, order and timing has been addressed
[Glass1980, DeMillo1987, Somerville 1992] specifically through the use of environment simulators.
This is a problem inherent in all software testing. For example, the levels of reliability that can be
assessed using experimental statistical methods for sequential programs is limited to about 10-4

failures/hour because of the difficulty to represent very rare events accurately [Rushby1995b]. The
outlook of statistical assessment of real-time software does therefore look quite grim due to even more
complex input data profiles. This is however an issue which we will not consider further in this paper.

2.2 Probe-effects
When it comes to dealing with the probe-effect in distributed real-time systems there are basically two
approaches:

• Use special hardware (dual-port memories, etc.) that allows for transparent monitoring of the
system [Plattner1984, Haban1990, Tsai1990, Tsai1996]. This has the severe drawback of being
expensive and only enabling observations of certain aspects of the systems behavior, such as those
related to the external interfaces of the micro-controller, shared resources (such as dual-port
memories) and broadcast communication busses. The ever-increasing integration of functionality in
general-purpose micro-controllers makes it even harder to observe the internal behavior of the
system. The viability of this approach is therefore limited. However, the current trend of making
application specific hardware using FPGAs and VHDL [Calvez1998] gives an opportunity to
conveniently integrate non-intrusive monitoring mechanisms in the hardware.

• Use software for instrumentation [Dodd1992, Tokuda1988]. By including instrumentation code in
the software (application and operating system), we can observe more than possible with the
hardware approach. The main problem here is to eliminate the probe-effect. For a distributed real-
time system we must allocate resources for the probes, including execution time, memory,
communication bus bandwidth and account for the probes when scheduling [Thane1999]. Probes
can be placed at several levels, including [Thane1999]:

• Kernel-probes – that collect information from within the kernel, task-switches, execution
times, etc.

• Inline-probes – that are inserted into application tasks

• Probe-tasks – that are tasks dedicated to collecting data from kernel-probes, inline-probes and
other probe-tasks, and

• Probe-nodes – which are dedicated nodes that collect data from probe-tasks, and which can
monitor communication busses.

By allocating resources for observation and then leaving them in place when the system is
delivered, we eliminate the probe effect – any other approach will lead to probe-effects, or very
limited observability. Some execution strategies, e.g., statically scheduled real-time systems, allow
us to remove probes without temporal side-effects if they are situated within temporal firewalls
[Schütz1994]. That is, as long as we do not change the start-times of tasks, and their times of
output (communication or access to shared resources), we can remove the probes.
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In this paper we assume that the probe-effect has been eliminated by allocating sufficient resources for
probes (kernel-, in-line-, task- and node-level ones), and by scheduling the system with the probes as
part of the design.

2.3 Reproducibility
For reproducing the execution order and timing of the tasks in a distributed real-time system the two
main approaches are:

• Deterministic replay. Here the tasks’ run-time behavior is recorded in a log over a period of time.
The execution of the system can then be deterministically replayed off-line. The system cannot be
suspended during run-time, but the off-line replay can be suspended and examined. If any
modifications have been made to the tasks or to the inputs the logging must be repeated.

A deterministic replay method for concurrent Ada programs is presented in [Tai1991]. They log
the synchronization sequence (rendezvous) for a concurrent program P, with input X. The source
code is then modified to facilitate replay; forcing certain rendezvous so that P follows the same
synchronization sequence for X. This approach can reproduce the synchronization orders for
concurrent Ada programs, but not the duration between significant events, because the enforcement
(changing the code) of specific synchronization sequences introduces gross temporal probe-effects.
The replay scheme is thus not suited for real-time systems, neither does it consider the effects of
interrupts, and it is unclear how the method can be extended to handle interrupts.

[Tsai1990] presents a hardware monitoring and replay mechanism. Their approach can replay
significant events with respect to order, access to time, and asynchronous interrupts. Monitoring is
apt for real-time systems because it minimizes the probe-effect. Although replay can be performed
accurately it may be slower than real execution. The main disadvantages are that the approach
needs special hardware and is intended for single-processor systems only. Adapting the approach to
distributed real-time systems requires extensive hardware support and rework.

Another software-based approach is HMON [Dodd1992], which is designed for the HARTS
distributed (real-time) system multiprocessor architecture [Shin1991]. A general-purpose processor
is dedicated to monitoring in each multiprocessor. The probe-effect due to monitoring is eliminated
by modifying system service calls to incorporate monitoring mechanisms, and by letting these be
present also in the final system. The events monitored are system calls, context switches, interrupts,
shared variables references, and application specific events (chosen by the programmer). The
recorded events can then order wise be deterministically replayed, in logical-time [Lamport1978],
but not in real-time. The system can thus not actually monitor a consistent global state and then
reproduce its real-time behavior.

There are a few disadvantages with all the above approaches [Schütz1994]:

• One can only replay what has previously been observed, and no guarantees that every significant
system behavior will be observed accurately can be provided. Also, if a program has been
modified (e.g., corrected) completely new traces have to be generated.

• Dedicated (special) hardware has to be used in order to eliminate (or minimize) the probe-effect.

• Since replay takes place at machine level the amount of information required is usually large. All
inputs and intermediate events (e.g. messages) must be kept.

• Deterministic testing. A distributed real-time system can usually be described by a set of use-cases,
which are sets of cooperating tasks that jointly perform specific functions, e.g., a sample-calculate-
actuate loop in a control system. A precedence relation (execution order), interactions (data-flow),
and a period time [Eriksson1996a] typically define each use-case. To test a use-case, we need to
control the inputs and observe (or control) the execution order.

Because a distributed real-time system may contain several use-cases that run on the same
processor, there might be many different execution orderings, due to variations in preemption
points, varying execution times, and interrupts.

The method presented in this paper, aims at transforming the non-deterministic distributed real-
time systems problem to a set of deterministic sequential program testing problems. This is
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achieved by deriving all the possible execution orderings of the distributed system, and regarding
each of them as a sequential program.

Related work can be found in [Yang1992], where all possible synchronization sequences
(rendezvous) for Ada programs are identified, similar to [Tai1991], but [Yang1992] do not attempt
deterministic replay, instead they test the system and consider the actual synchronization sequence
as being part of the output. The number of synchronization sequences, and execution paths,
exercised are used to define coverage. Similar work can be found in [Hwang1995] where they also
attempt deterministic replay, though with the same side effects as [Tai1991]

3 THE SYSTEM MODEL
We assume a distributed system consisting of a set of nodes, which communicate via a broadcast
network, that is asumed to be temporally predictable, i.e., upper bounds on communication latencies are
known or can be calculated [Kopetz1994,Tindell1995, Eriksson1996b]. Each node is a self sufficient
computing element with CPU, memory, network access, a local clock and I/O units for sampling and
actuation of the external system. We further assume the existence of a global synchronized time base
[Kopetz1987, Eriksson1996b] with a known precision δδ, meaning that no two nodes in the system have
local clocks differing by more than δδ.

The software that runs on the distributed system consists of a set of concurrent tasks, communicating by
message passing. The tasks are geographically distributed over the nodes, typically with more than one
task on each node. All synchronization is resolved before run-time. As a consequence no action is
needed to enforce synchronization in the actual program code. Mutual exclusion and precedence is
guaranteed by the different release-times. The distributed system is globally scheduled, which results in
a set of specific schedules for each node. At run-time we need only synchronize the local clocks to
fulfill the global schedule [Kopetz1994].

Task model

We assume a set of jobs (i.e. invocations of tasks) J that are released in a time interval [0, Jmax]. Each
job j∈ J has a release time rj, worst case execution time (WCETj), best case execution time (BCETj), a
deadline Dj and a unique priority pj. J represents one instance of a recurring pattern of job executions
with period Jmax, i.e., job j will be released at time rj, rj+ Jmax, rj+ 2Jmax, etc. We further assume that the
schedule is feasible, i.e., that each job j is always completed within its deadline Dj.

We additionally assume a set of interrupts I, where each interrupt k ∈ I has the following attributes

• Minimum, and maximum inter-arrival time (Tk
max and Tk

min, respectively), priority pk (interrupts can
preempt each other), as well as worst and best case execution time of the interrupt routines (WCETk

and BCETk, respectively).

We finally assume that the system is preemptive (both by jobs and interrupts) and that jobs may have
identical release-times.

Relation to other task models

The above task model is fairly general since it includes both preemptive scheduling of statically
generated schedules [Xu1990] and fixed priority scheduling of strictly periodic tasks [Liu1973,
Audsley1991].

To see how static periodic scheduling can be mapped to our task model consider a static schedule for a
set of periodic tasks T, where each task Ti∈T has the following attributes and relations to other tasks:

• Period (Ti), release time (ri; start time relative period start), deadline (Di; latest completion time
relative ri), worst case execution time (WCETi), best case execution time (BCETi), and priority (pi;
each priority is unique).

• Relations between tasks can be specified by precedence relations (Ti à Tj; the execution of Ti

preceeds that of Tj), mutual exclusion relations (Ti#Tj; the execution of Ti does not overlap with that
of Tj) and communications (TIYTj; at the end of its execution Ti sends a message to Tj).

The length of the generated schedule will be the least common multiple of the period times of the
involved tasks, LCM(T); corresponding to Jmax in our task model. For tasks with periods less than
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LCM(T), multiple releases will be made in the interval [0, Jmax], e.g., for a task i with 2Ti= LCM(T)
there will be two corresponding jobs in our task model, released at ri and ri+Ti.

The static schedule fulfills the temporal requirements by construction. Schedules with different
properties and for different task models can be constructed, e.g., allowing preemption [Xu1990], giving
each task a fixed start time [Xu1990], assigning the same start time to several tasks [Xu1990], and
taking interrupts into account [Sandström1998].

We assume that the tasks may have functional and temporal side effects due to preemption, message
passing and shared memory. We assume however, that interrupts have only temporal side effects and no
functional side effects.

Furthermore, we assume that data is sent at the termination of the sending task (not during its
execution), and that received data is available when tasks start (and is made private in an atomic first
operation of the task) [Kopetz1989, Rubus1995, Eriksson1996a].

Fault hypotheses

Note that, although synchronization is resolved by the off-line selection of release times, we cannot
dismiss unwanted synchronization side-effects, because the schedule design can be erroneous, or the
assumptions about the execution times might not be accurate due to poor execution time estimations, or
simply due to design and coding errors.

Inter-task communication is restricted to the beginning and end of task execution, and therefore we can
regard the transactions interior to tasks as atomic. With respect to access to shared resources, such as
shared memory and I/O interfaces, the atomicity assumption is only valid if synchronization and mutual
exclusion can be guaranteed.

Depending on pessimism we can therefore identify two levels of fault hypotheses:

1. Errors can only occur due to erroneous outputs and inputs (messages) to jobs, and/or due to
synchronization errors, i.e., jobs can only interfere via specified interactions.

2. In addition to (1) jobs can corrupt each others shared memory and I/O interfaces, i.e., they may
interfere via unspecified side-effects.

The only possibility to guarantee (1) in a shared memory system is to use a hardware memory
protection scheme, or to by design eliminate shared resources.

The analysis of execution orderings in Section 4 corresponds to fault hypothesis (2), but we also show
how the analysis can be abstracted to a less discriminating model corresponding to fault hypothesis (1).

4 EXECUTION ORDER ANALYSIS
In this section we present a method for identifying all the possible orders of execution for job sets
conforming to the task model introduced in Section 3. We will also show how the model and analysis
can be extended to account for the interference caused by interrupts.

We will first present analysis for the single node case and then in Section 4.7 indicate how this analysis
can be extended to the multi-node distributed system case.

4.1 Execution Orderings
In identifying the execution orderings of a job set we will only consider the following major events:

• The start of execution of a job, i.e., when the first instruction of a job is executed. We will use S(J)
to denote the set of  start points for the jobs in a job set J; S(J) ⊆ J × [0, JMAX], that is S(J) is a set of
pairs of  jobs and possible starting times, e.g., (j, time) ∈ S(J) .

• The end of execution of a job, i.e., when the last instruction of a job is executed. We will use E(J)
to denote the set of  end points (termination points) for jobs in a job set J; E(J) ⊆ J × [0, JMAX] × J
∪{_}, that is E(J) is a set of triples (j1, time, j2), where j2 is the (lower priority) job that resumes its
execution at the termination of j1, or possibly “_” if no such job exists.
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• Job preemptions, i.e., the points in time when jobs are preempted by other jobs. We will use Pp(J)
to denote the set of job preemptions when executing J; Pp(J) ⊆  [0, JMAX] × J × J, where each triple
(time, j1, j2) ∈ Pp(J) denotes a point in time when job j1 is preempting job j2.

We will now define an execution to be a sequence of job starts, job terminations and job preemptions,
using the additional notation that

• ev.time denotes the time of the event ev,

• E\j denotes the set of events in the execution E related to job j,

• E\I denotes the set of events in E that occur in the time interval I,

• First(E) and Last(E) denote the first and last events in E, respectively,

• nxt(E,ev,t) denotes the next occurence of event ev in E after time t; nxt(E,_,time) denotes the next
occurence of any event in E after time t, and

• prec(E, t) denotes the event in E that occurred most recently in the past at time t (including events
that occur at t).

Definition. An Execution of a job set J is a set of events E ⊆ S(J) ∪ E(J) ∪ Pp(J), such that

1. For each j∈J, there is exactly one start and termination event in E, denoted s(j,E) and e(j,E)
respectively.

2. For each (t, j1, j2) ∈ E ∩ Pp(J), pj1 > pj2, i.e., jobs are only preempted by higher priority jobs.

3. For each j∈J, s(j,E) ≥ r(j), i.e., jobs may only start to execute after being released.

4. After its release, the start of a job may only be delayed by intervals of executions of higher priority
jobs, i.e., using the convention that E\[j,j)=∅, for each job j∈J: each event
ev ∈ E\[prec(r(j)), s(j,E)) is either

• A start of the execution of a higher priority job, i.e. ev = s(j’,E) and pj’>pj

• A preemption, where a higher priority job preempts a high priority job, i.e.
ev = (t, j’, j’’),  pj’>pj and pj’’>pj

• A job termination, at which a higher priority job resumes its execution, i.e., ev = (j’, t, j’’),
where pj’’>pj

5. The sum of execution intervals of a job j∈J is in the range [BCET(j), WCET(j)], i.e.,

BCET(j) ≤ ∑
∈  E)}{e(j,-j\Eev

ev.time - ev.time) ev,nxt(E,    ≤   WCET(j)

We will use EXt(J) to denote the set of executions of  the job set J. Intuitively, EXt(J) denotes the set of
possible executions of the job set J within [0,JMAX]. Assuming a dense time domain EXt(J) is only finite
if BCET(j)=WCET(j) for all j∈J. However, if we disregard the exact timing of events and only consider
the ordering of events we obtain a finite set of execution orderings for any finite job set J.

Using ev{x/t} to denote an event ev with the time element t replaced by the undefined element “x”, we
can formally define the set of execution orderings EXo(J) as follows:

Definition. The set of Execution orderings EXo(J) of a job set J is the set of sequences of events such
that ev0{x/t}, ev1{x/t}, ..., evk{x/t} ∈ EXo(J) iff there exists an E∈ EXt(J) such that

• First(E) = ev0

• Last(E) = evk

• For any j∈ [0..(k-1)]: nxt(E,_,evj.time) = evj+1

Intuitively, EXo(J) is constructed by extracting one representative of each set of equivalent execution
orderings in EXt(J), i.e., using a quotient construction EXo(J) = EXt(J)\ ~, where ~ is the equivalence
induced by considering executions with identical event orderings to be equivalent. This corresponds to
our fault hypthesis (2), with the relaxation that we only keep track of the timing of preemptions, not
exactly where in the program code they occur. If we assume fault hypotheses (1), the set of execution
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orderings can be reduced further, since the preemptions are of no significance in this case, i.e., we can
define EXo(J) = EXt(J)\ ≈, where ≈ is the equivalence induced by considering executions with identical
start and stop event orderings to be equivalent. Even further reductions could be of interest, for instance
to only consider orderings among tasks that are functionally related, e.g., by sharing data.

In the remainder we will use the terms execution scenario and execution ordering interchangebly.

4.2 Calculating EXo(J)
This section outlines a method to calculate the set of execution orderings EXo(J) for a set of jobs J. We
will later (in section 4.4) present an algorithm that perform this calculation. In essence, our approach is
to make a reachability analysis by simulating the behavior of the kernel during one [0,JMAX] period for
the job set J. We use a small example to present the underlying intuition.

Consider figure 1a, which depicts an [0,JMAX] schedule generated by a static off-line scheduler and
where the execution times for the jobs A, B, and C are fixed, i.e. WCET{A,B,C}=BCET{A,B,C}. Later release
time gives higher priority. This has the effect of only yielding one possible execution scenario during
[0,JMAX]. However, if for example, job A had a minimum execution time of 2 (BCETA=2; WCETA=6 as
before) we would get three possible execution scenarios, depicted in figure 1. The cause is that, in
addition to the previous execution scenario, there are now possibilities for A to complete before B is
released (figure 1b), and for A to complete before C is released (figure 1c).

4.3 The Execution Order Graph (EOG)
The algorithm we are going to present generates, for a given schedule, an Execution Order Graph
(EOG), which is a finite tree for which the set of possible paths from the root contains all possible
execution scenarios.

But before delving into the algorithm we describe the elements of an EOG. Formally, an EOG is a pair
<N, A>, where

• N is a set of nodes, each node being labeled with a job and a continuos time, i.e., for a job set J: N⊆
J ∪{“_”} × I(JMAX), where {“_”} is used to denote a node where no job is executing and I(JMAX) is
the set of continuos intervals in [0, JMAX].

• A is the set of directed arcs (edges; transitions) from one node to another node, labeled with a
continuos time interval, i.e., for a set of jobs J: A ⊆ N × I(JMAX) × N.

Intuitively,

• An edge, corresponds to the transition (task-switch) from one job to another. The edge is annotated
with a continuous interval of when the transition can take place.

Where the interval [a’, b’) is defined by: (4-1)

a’ = MAX(a, rA) + BCETA

b’ = MAX(b, rA) + WCETA

[a, b)

[a, b)
A

[a’, b’)
B

Figure 1. Three different execution order scenarios when job A has BCETA=2 and WCETA=6.

A

B

A

C

A

LCM2 4 6 8 10

(a)

A

B C

LCM2 4 6 8 10

(b)

A

B

A

C

LCM2 4 6 8 10

(c)
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That is, a´ is the earliest start time of job B. Which is the immediately preceding job’s (in this case
A’s) earliest start time, a or A’s earliest scheduled release time, rA, added with A’s minimum
execution time, BCETA.

The b´ represents the latest possible release-time for job B, obtained by adding the latest possible
release time for job A with WCETA, the maximum execution time for A.

The MAX functions are necessary because the calculated release times a and b can be earlier than
the scheduled release of the job A.

• A node, is a job annotated with a continuous interval of its possible execution, as illustrated by the
following edge leading to a node:

Using the convention that intervals [q, q) = [q, q], we define the interval of execution, [α, β ) by:

α = MAX(rA, a) (4-2)

β = MAX(rA, b) + WCETA

The interval, [α, β ), specifies thus the interval when A can be preempted

From each node there can be one or more transitions, representing one of four different situations:

1. That the job is the last job scheduled in this branch of the tree. In this case the transition is
labeled with the interval of finishing times for the node, and has no destination node.

2. That the job has a WCET such that it definitely completes before the release of any preempting
job. In this case there is a single outgoing transition labeled with the interval of finishing times
for the job.

3. That the job has a BCET such that it definitely is preempted by another job. In this case there
is a single outgoing transition labeled with the interval when the preemption may occur,
[t(preem),t(preem)], where t(preem) is the preemption time.

4. That the job has a BCET and WCET such that it may either be preempted or completes before
any preempting job is relaeased. In this case there will be two outgoing edges, one representing
the completion (labeled with the time interval when the completion may occur), the other
representing the preemption (labeled with the preemption time).

Example 1   

Job Release time Min execution time Max execution time
A 0 1 3
B 2 1 3

The graph gives an example of how an EOG could look like, using the above notation, and the
attributes in the table.

[α, β)
A

[a, b)

[2, 5)
B

[0, 0] [0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[3,5)

[2, 5)
B [3,5)[2, 2] [3, 6)

A
[3,6)

         start
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4.4 The EOG algorithm
In defining the execution order analysis algorithm we use the following auxiliary functions and data
structures:

1. rdy – the set of jobs ready to execute.

2. Next_release(I) – returns the earliest release time of a job j∈J within the interval I. That is, using I.l
and I.r to denote the end points of I, min({rj | j ∈ J ∧ I.l ≥ rj > I.r}). If no such job exists then ∞ is
returned

3. Make_ready(t, rdy) – adds all jobs that are released at time t to rdy. Returns FALSE if t=∞, else
TRUE.

4. X(rdy) denotes the job with highest priority in rdy

5. Arc(n, I, n’) creates an edge from node n to node n’ and labels it with the time interval I.

6. Make_node(j, XI) creates a node and labels it with the execution interval XI and the id of job j.

The execution order graph for a set of jobs J is generated by a call Eog(ROOT, {}, 0, 0, [0, JMAX]), i.e.,
with a root node, an empty ready set, and the release-times a and b set to zero, plus the considered
interval SI.

// n- previous node, rdy- set of ready jobs, a to b – release interval, SI – the considered interval.

Eog(n, rdy, a, b, SI)

{

t = Next_release(SI) //What is the time of the next release ?

if (rdy = ∅) // Then there are no jobs ready for execution

if( Make_ready(t, rdy) = TRUE)  //Make more jobs ready to execute?

Eog (n, rdy, a, b, (t, SI.r] ) // Yes there were some jobs

else Arc(n, [a,b), _ ) //No more jobs to execute – simulation done

else // We have a set of ready jobs for execution

T = X(rdy) // copy the properties of the highest priority job in rdy.

[α, β ) = [ max(rT, a), max(rT, b) + WCETT) //Calculate the execution interval for T.  (*A)

a’ = α+ BCETT //Earliest completion time. (*B)

b’ = β //Latest completion time. (*C)

n’=Make_node(T, [α, β) ) // Create a node and label it with the execution interval [α, β ).

Arc(n, [a, b), n’) // Create an arc from the previous node to the node representing T.

if(t <  β) // Does the next scheduled job have a release time less than T’s completion time?

if(t > a’ ) // Can T complete prior to the release of the next job at t?

//Yes T can complete.

 Eog ( n’, rdy \{T}, a’, t, [t, SI.r] ) 

// More jobs to execute

Make_ready(t, rdy) //Add all jobs that are released at time t.

if(T = X(rdy)) //Do the new jobs have lower priority than T?

Eog( n’, rdy \{T}, a’, b’,[t, SI.r] ) // Yes

else // No, they preempt

rdy = rdy \{T}

BCETT = max(BCETT - (t – (max(rT , a)), 0) //Best case execution prior to preemption? (*D)

WCETT = max(WCETT - (t – (max(rT , b)), 0) // Worst case… (*E)

Eog( n’, rdy + {T}, t, t, (t, SI.r] )

else  //The next higher priority job starts later than T’s latest completion time

if (t ≠ ∞ )

Eog( n’, rdy \{T}, a’, b’,[t, SI.r] ) //Next higher priority job

        else // t = ∞ no more jobs to execute

Eog( n’, rdy \{T}, a’, b’,[ ∞,∞] )

}//End
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[0, 0] [0, 3)
A

Example 2

Here we give an example of the resulting execution order graph (EOG) generated by the EOG
algorithm for a set of jobs J

Schedule J
Job r p BCET WCET
A 0 1 1 3
B 2 2 1 3

2)

4a)

5a)

3b)

4b)

5b)

Table 1, gives a trace of the recursive calls to the algorithm Eog() until it terminates. Corresponding to
each call that adds to the EOG graph, a graphical trace of how the EOG construction progresses, is
shown on the left side of the table.

Completion times

An interesting property of the EOG is that we can easily find the worst and best-case completion-times
for any job. We only have to search the EOG for the smallest and largest finishing times for all
terminated jobs. The response time jitter (the difference between the maximum and minimum response
times for a job) can also be quantified both globally for the entire graph and locally for each path, as
well as for each instance of a job that runs several times during an LCM cycle.

Complexity

The complexity of the algorithm (the number of recursion calls and the number of different execution
orderings) is a function of the scheduled set of jobs, J, their preemption pattern, and their jitter. From an
O(n) number of operations for a system with no jitter (just one scenario) to exponential complexity in
cases with large jitter.

4.5 Adding interrupts
We will now incorporate the temporal side effects of interrupts, by regarding them as sporadic jobs with
a known minimum and maximum inter-arrival time. If we are interested in addressing the functional
side effects of the interrupts, we will have to model each interrupt as a job. This would however make
EOG practically intractable, since we do not know the release times (or phases) of the interrupts, and

No. Recursive call sequence

1 Eog(ROOT, {}, 0, 0, [0, JMAX]

2 Eog(ROOT, {A}, 0, 0, (0, JMAX]

3a Eog(node(A), {}, 1, 2, [2, JMAX]

4a Eog(node(A), {B}, 1, 2, (2, JMAX]

5a Eog(node(B), {}, 3, 5, [∞,∞]

3b Eog(node(A), {A, B}, 2, 2, (2, JMAX]

4b Eog(node(B), {A}, 3, 5, [∞,∞]

5b Eog(node(A’), {}, 3, 6, [∞,∞]

Table 1 A trace of the recursive calls to the
EOG algorithm.

[3,6)

[2, 5)
B

[0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[2, 5)
B

[0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 5)

[3,5) [3, 6)
A

[2, 5)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 5)
B

[0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 5)

[2, 5)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 5)
B

[0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 5)

[3,5) [3, 6)
A

[2, 5)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 5)
B

[0, 3)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 5)
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must therefore consider all possible release times within their periodicity. We would thus end up with
an infinite number of paths in practice.

Execution interval

The execution interval [α, β) (location *A in the algorithm) changes to:

αα = MAX(rA, a), i.e., keeps the same value as in (4-2).

ββ = MAX(rA, b) + w,  i.e., where w is the sum of WCETA and the maximum delay due to the
preemption by sporadic interrupts.

The formula for calculating w is similar to Response Time Analysis (RTA) calculations
[Joseph1986]. As, RTA calculates the response times for jobs that are subjected to interference by
preemption of higher priority jobs, we here calculate the interrupt interference on the preemption
intervals.

The maximum value of w is defined by (4-3) and is based on the assumption that all the interrupts
are ready for preemption exactly at the beginning of the interval – this maximizes the number of
times the interrupts can preempt the interval.

w = WCETA + k
 interruptsk

WCET⋅
















∑
∈ min

k
T

w
(4-3)

This equation can be solved using the standard RTA iteration technique [Joseph1986,Audsley1995].

Release time interval

Adding interrupts, the release time interval [a´, b’] (location *B in the algorithm) changes to:

For the lower bound, a´, we are interested in finding the minimum interference by the interrupts,
which can be found by assuming that the interrupts occur with their maximum inter-arrival time and
execute with their minimum execution time, and by finding the lowest possible number of hits
within the interval. The latter is guaranteed by the use of the floor function (   ).

The lower bound a’, is defined by:

a’ = a + wa  (4-4)

Where wa, is defined as:

w = BCETA + k
 interruptsk

BCET⋅
















∑
∈ max

k
T

w
(4-5)

The upper bound of the release interval b’, is identical to the new ββ, (location *C in the algorithm.)

Execution times

In EOG we decrease a preempted job J’s maximum and minimum execution time with how much it has
been able to execute in the worst best cases before the release time t of the preempting job.

Affected parts in the algorithm are (*D) and (*E).

Since we are now dealing with interrupts, the effective time that J can execute prior to the preemption
point will decrease due to interrupt interference. The remaining minimum execution time BCETT’ is
given by:

BCETT’ = BCETT  - (t – MAX (a, rT ) – k
k interrupts

BCET
T max

k

)
T
r  (a,  MAX- t

⋅
















∑
∀

) (4-6)

Note that the sum of interrupt interference is not iterative, but absolute, because we are only interested
in calculating how much the job J can execute in the interval, minus the interrupt interference.
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[0, 0] [0, 5)
A

Likewise we can calculate the remaining maximum execution time, WCETT’

WCETT’ = WCETT – (t – MAX (b, rT ) – k
interruptsk

WCET⋅
















∑
∈ min

k

)Tr  (b, MAX -t 

T
) (4-7)

Example 3

Here we assume that the system is subjected to preemption by interrupts. The side effects of the
interrupts are solely of temporal character. We make use of the same parameters as in example 2, and
we assume that there is only one interrupt, I interfering.

2)

4a)

5a)

3b)

4b)

5b)

Table 2, gives a trace of the recursive calls to the algorithm Eog() when it incorporates the effects of
interrupts. For each call that adds to the EOG graph, there is on the left side of the table a graphical
trace of how the EOG construction progresses. Note that the release-times of the jobs are affected by
the interrupts, and therefore also affecting the response times.

4.6 Jitter
In the presented algorithms we take the effects of several different types of jitter into account:

• Schedule jitter, i.e., different instances of the same job in an LCM may have different relative
release times for each period.

• Release jitter, i.e., the inherited and accumulated jitter due to varying execution times for preceding
higher priority jobs.

Schedule, J
Job r p BCET WCET
A 0 1 1 3
B 2 2 1 3

Interrupts
Interrupt Tmax Tmin BCET WCET

I ∞ 3 1 1

No. Recursive call sequence

1 Eog(ROOT, {}, 0, 0, [0, JMAX]

2 Eog(ROOT, {A}, 0, 0, (0, JMAX]

3a Eog(node(A), {}, 1, 2, [2, JMAX]

4a Eog(node(A), {B}, 1, 2, (2, JMAX]

5a Eog(node(B), {}, 3, 7, [∞,∞]

3b Eog(node(A), {A, B}, 2, 2, (2, JMAX]

4b Eog(node(B), {A}, 3, 7, [∞,∞]

5b Eog(node(A’), {}, 3, 10, [∞,∞]

Table 2 A trace of the recursive calls to the
EOG algorithm.

[3,10)

[2, 7)
B

[0, 5)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[2, 7)
B

[0, 5)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 7)

[3,7) [3, 10)
A

[2, 7)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 7)
B

[0, 5)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 7)

[2, 7)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 7)
B

[0, 5)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 7)

[3,7) [3, 10)
A

[2, 7)
B

[2, 2]

[2, 7)
B

[0, 5)
A

[1, 2)
[0, 0]

[3, 7)
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• Completion jitter, i.e., the response-time jitter due to schedule jitter, release jitter and the variation
of the execution time for the job (Execution time jitter).

One type of jitter that we have not explicitly addressed, is the jitter inherent in global clock
synchronization. The local clocks keep on speeding up, and down, depending on the global time base.
This jitter could possibly be accommodated for, by adjusting the preemption and release intervals in the
EOG.

An interesting conclusion that can be drawn from these types of jitter, and their effect on the execution
order graph, is that:

1. Minimizing the execution time jitter minimizes the preemption and release intervals, with the
positive effect of reducing the preemption “hit” window, and thus reducing the number of
execution order scenarios.

2. By reducing the release jitter we reduce the execution order graph. This can be achieved by doing
(1) or having fixed release-times.

The conclusion is that less jitter gives better testability. Jitter reduction could be achieved by padding;
the execution time for each execution path through a task is equalized by “no operation” instructions.
Other possibilities, are to make use of delays in the code, or having a kernel that does not release a
lower priority task until a preceding higher priority task has used up its scheduled WCET.

4.7 The multi-node case
The presented algorithm generates an EOG for a schedule executed on a single node. In a distributed
system with multiple nodes (and schedules) we can use the algorithm to generate one EOG for each
node. From these, a global EOG describing all globally possible execution orderings can be
constructed.

In the case of perfectly synchronized clocks this essentially amounts to perform a parallel composition
of the individual EOGs, using standard techniques for composing timed transition systems
[Sifakis1996]. In other cases, we first need to introduce the timing uncertainties caused by the non-
perfectly synchronized clocks in the individual EOGs. The details of this are presented in [Thane1999].

5 TOWARDS SYSTEMATIC TESTING
We will now outline a method for deterministic integration testing of distributed real-time systems,
based on the identification of execution orderings. Testing of sequential programs (like single tasks) can
be performed with regular unit testing [Sommerville1992, Beizer1990], using a black-box or white-box
approach [Beizer1990].

We assume that some method for testing of sequential programs is used. Exactly which is not an issue
here, since our focus is on handling multiple execution scenarios.

Assumptions

In order to perform integration testing of distributed real-times systems the following is required:

• A feasible global schedule, including probes.

• Kernel-probes on each node, which monitor task-switches. This information is sent to probe-tasks
so that they can identify execution orderings from the task-switch information and correlate it to
run test cases.

• A set of in-line probes and probe-tasks, as well as probe-nodes, which output and collect significant
information to determine if a test run was successful or not.

• Control over, or at least a possibility to observe, the input data to the system with regard to
contents, order, and timing.
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Test strategy

The test strategy consists of the following steps:

1. Identify the set of execution orderings by performing execution order analysis for the schedule on
each node.

2. Test the system using any testing technique of choice, and monitor for each test case which
execution ordering is run during [0,JMAX].

3. Map test case and output onto the correct execution ordering, based on observation.

4. Repeat 2-3 until sought coverage is achieved.

Coverage

Depending on what we want to test: the entire system, multiple use-cases (running over several nodes),
single use-cases (running over several nodes), multiple use-cases (single node), single use-cases (single
node) or parts of use-cases, we need different levels of coverage.

• Distributed coverage. When we test use-cases that run over more than one node we need to
consider the global EOG, introduced in Section 4.7. When testing the system we can combine
observations of local execution scenarios on the different nodes to identify the executed global
scenario.

• Node coverage. When we test use-cases that run on a single node, we simply follow the test
strategy. However the coverage needs to be defined, and related to the use-case(s) tested. A use-
case may run several times during a [0,JMAX] period, and it might therefore be necessary to give
special attention to which instance gets which input.

Other issues

For a system that keeps state between periods, we must monitor or control, the jobs’ internal variables,
and not only the legal inputs defined by the jobs’ interfaces, in order to guarantee determinism and
coverage.

Reproducibility

To facilitate reproducible testing we must identify which execution orderings, or parts of execution
orderings that can be enforced without introducing any probe effect. From the perspective of a single
use-case this can be achieved by controlling the execution times of preceding and preempting jobs that
belong to other use-cases, these have no functional relation to the use-case under test. This of course
only works if we adhere to fault hypothesis (1), that the jobs have no unwanted functional side effects,
otherwise we would miss such errors. Control over the execution times in other use-cases can easily be
achieved by incorporating delays in the jobs, or running dummies, as long as they stay within each job’s
execution time range [BCET, WCET].

Testability

The number of execution orderings is an objective measure of system testability, and can thus be used
as a metric for comparing different designs, and schedules. Given that testability is an important system
characteristic, we can use this measure, as a new optimization criterion in the heuristic search used to
generate static schedules [Xu1991], thereby generating schedules that are more testable.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given a description of what constitutes a deterministic and reproducible behavior
of a distributed real-time system. Specifically we have addressed testing of Distributed Real-Time
Systems (DRTSs). The results can be summed up to:

• We have provided a method for finding all the possible execution scenarios for a DRTS
with preemption, interrupts and jitter.

• We have proposed a test strategy for deterministic and reproducible testing of DRTS.

• A benefit of the testing strategy is that it allows any testing technique for sequential
software to be used to test DRTSs.
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• The number of execution orderings is an objective measure of the testability of DRTS,
which can be used as a new scheduling optimization criteria for generating static
schedules that are easier to test.

• Jitter increases the number of execution scenarios, and jitter reduction techniques should
thus be used when possible to increase testability.

• A positive side effect of the execution order analysis is that we get exact response-times
for the jobs, even when interrupts afflict the system.

Future pursuits include to experimentally validate the usefulness of the presented results, extend the
testing methodology, devise testability increasing design rules for DRTS, employ the technique for
exact calculations of response-times in fixed priority scheduled systems, and to investigate the benefits
of using the testability measure as a new heuristics in the generation of highly testable static schedules.
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